Saskatchewan Angus Gold Show - 2014
October 31 - Judge - Marlin LeBlanc

Grand Champion Bull
RNRF ERIC 159A
RNR Flicek Angus

Reserve Grand Champion Bull
JUSTAMERE 406S BIG GUN 414A
Justamere Farms, Duane & Carmen Hason & Sandar

Grand Champion Female
GREENWOOD ZEXY AND I KNOW IT
Calf: GREENWOOD BORN SEXY 1B
Jayden & Jaxon Payne

Reserve Grand Champion Female
OAV CLASSY 4Z
Calf: OAV MOTOWN 11B
Lakeland College

Grand Champion Bull
RED SIX MILE KILL SWITCH 135Z
Triple L Livestock, Wright Livestock & Six Mile Red Angus

Reserve Grand Champion Bull
RED LONE STONE REVOLVER 138Z
Cinder Angus
### Black Angus

#### CLASS 1A - FEMALE BORN IN 2013
1. **H70 QUANTOCK 1211 MS 1290A**
   - Rebecca Creech
2. **JUSTAMERE 0050 CARLA 446A**
   - Running Steady Ranch
3. **BAYSHORE RP OAKLEAF 100A**
   - Bayshore Angus
4. **BAR-H CORA 32A**
   - Hillary Sauder
5. **CARRUTHERS PRIDE 3A**
   - Amy Carruthers
6. **CARRUTHERS ATALANTA 7A**
   - Laura Carruthers
7. **GGRR RUTH 11A**
   - Family Ties Angus

#### CLASS 1B - FEMALE BORN IN 2013
1. **JENN'S 1706 FAY 135A**
   - Jennifer Jones
2. **SCC LADY BLOSSOM 25A**
   - Stewart Cattle Co.
3. **JUSTAMERE 40 MISTRESS 420A**
   - Justamere Farms Ltd
4. **SEVEN-HILLS OAKLEAF 391A**
   - Ken Veikle & Cody Dillon
5. **RNRF ANNIE K 327A**
   - Rnr Flicek Angus
6. **GLENROSE 1X COUNTESS 20A**
   - Colin M. Haydock

### Red Angus

#### CLASS 1 - FEMALE BORN in 2013
1. **RED CINDER GLAMOUR 29A**
   - Cinder Angus
2. **RED SHILOH ALBERTA GAL 85A**
   - Alisha Minchau
3. **RED VIKSE DYNAMICS 46A**
   - VIKSE FAMILY FARM
4. **RED CINDER CHETA 93A**
   - Cinder Angus
5. **RED SHILOH A TREASURE CHEST 11A**
   - Shiloh Cattle Company
6. **RED GOAD 122’13**
   - Goad Family Angus
7. **RED KF MISS PATHY 6A**
   - Goad Family Angus

#### JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
1. **RED CINDER GLAMOUR 29A**
   - Cinder Angus

#### RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
1. **RED SHILOH ALBERTA GAL 85A**
   - Alisha Minchau

#### CLASS 2 - FEMALE BORN IN 2012 WITH CALF
1. **RED TER-RON SERENA 1Z**
   - Calf: RED GOAD BANK NOTE 156’14
   - Goad Family Angus
2. **RED R & M U9W MABEL 79Z**
   - Calf: RED MOF 134Z MABEL 4B
   - Movin On Farms

#### CLASS 3 - FEMALE BORN IN 2011 WITH CALF
1. **RED VIKSE GRAVITY 141U**
   - Calf: RED CORONA CREEK TRUE DEAL 9B
   - Goad Family Angus

#### SENIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
1. **RED VIKSE GRAVITY 141U**
   - Calf: RED CORONA CREEK TRUE DEAL 9B
   - Goad Family Angus

#### RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
1. **RED TER-RON SERENA 1Z**
Family Ties Angus

JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
JUSTAMERE 0562B BLACKBIRD 407A
JUSTAMERE FARMS LTD

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
JENN'S 1706 FAY 135A
JENNIFER JONES

CLASS 2 - FEMALE BORN IN 2012 WITH CALF
1 GREENWOOD ZEXY AND I KNOW IT
Calf: GREENWOOD BORN SEXY 1B
Jayden & Jaxon Payne
2 OAV CLASSY 4Z
Calf: OAV MOTOWN 11B
Lakeland College Vermilion
3 HALL'S ROSEBUD 212Z
Calf: HALL'S ROSEBUD 412B
Hall's Cattle Co.
4 EXAR WENDY 2162
Calf: JENN'S 310 WENDY 149B
Jennifer Jones
5 DFCC 32T SASSY 8Z
Calf: DFCC 34Z BIG BANG 125B
Double 'F' Cattle Co & Nielson Land & Cattle
6 RNRF PANDORA 1205Z
Calf: RNRF PANDORA 1405Z
Rnr Flicek Angus

CLASS 3 - FEMALE BORN IN 2011 WITH HER CALF
1 LONE STAR MISS EMULOUS 3Y
Calf: LONE STAR BOOM 52B
Lone Star Angus
2 JD CH GEORGINA 8W
RCS GEN COM GEORGINA 8B
Nicki Ross

SENIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
GREENWOOD ZEXY AND I KNOW IT
Calf: GREENWOOD BORN SEXY 1B
Ayden & Jaxon Payne

RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION FEMALE
OAV CLASSY 4Z
Calf: OAV MOTOWN 11B
Lakeland College

CLASS 4 - FEMALE CALF BORN ON/AFTER MARCH 1, 2014
1 BOSS MISS MOTIVE 422
Boss Cattle
2 JENN'S 310 WENDY 149B
Jennifer Jones
3 SEVEN-HILLS OAKLEAF 404B
Jamie Flicek
4 RNRF BONNIE 430B
Rnr Flicek Angus
5 ROYAL ROCK 70Z CHARMAINE 10B
Royal Rock Angus Ltd.
6 RED CINDER CHETA 93B
Cinder Angus

JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE CALF
BOSS MISS MOTIVE 422
Calf: RED GOAD BANK NOTE 156'14
Goad Family Angus

CLASS 4 - FEMALE CALF BORN ON/AFTER MARCH 1, 2014
1 RED WRIGHT'S GEORGINA 19B
Wright Livestock
2 RED GJP 449Y MS KING 228B
Greg Pugh/Pugh Farms
3 RED MOF 18Z SOAPY 56B
Movin On Farms
4 RED MOF 134Z MABEL 4B
Movin On Farms
5 RED YOLO BLUSH 4B
Family Ties Angus
6 RED ROYAL ROCK 231Y LEMAY 17B
Royal Rock Angus Ltd.

JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE CALF
RED WRIGHT'S GEORGINA 19B
Wright Livestock

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE CALF
RED GJP 449Y MS KING 228B
Greg Pugh/Pugh Farms

CLASS 5 - FEMALE CALF BORN FEBRUARY 2014
1 RED WRIGHT'S 161X FIREFLY 11B
Wright Livestock
2 RED SHILOH BOY IS SHE EPIC 10B
Shiloh Cattle Company
3 RED DEO STEEL MAGNOLIA 12B
David & Erica Ockerman
4 RED HALL'S BAYBERRY 45B
Hall's Cattle Co.
5 RED SHILOH BEYOND LOADED 16B
Shiloh Cattle Company
6 RED TRIPLE L MS PROSPECTOR 18B
Triple L Angus
7 RED TRIPLE L COPPER LADY 24B
Triple L Angus
8 RED TRIPLE L BARBARA 42B
Triple L Angus

INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION FEMALE CALF
RED WRIGHT'S 161X FIREFLY 11B
Wright Livestock

RESERVE INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION FEMALE CALF
RED SHILOH BOY IS SHE EPIC 10B
Shiloh Cattle Company

CLASS 6 - FEMALE CALF BORN JANUARY 2014
1 RED CINDER AVELYN 752'14
Cinder Angus
2 RED AVELYN TAMI 752'14
Avelyn Angus
3 RED CINDER BIEBIRD 883B
Cinder Angus
4 RED VIKSE LAKOTA 33B
Vikse Family Farm
5 RED ALO PRETTY PINK PISTOL 6B
April Ockerman
6 RED CORONA CREEK ENVIOUS 8B
Goad Family Angus
RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION FEMALE CALF

JENN'S 310 WENDY 149B
Jennifer Jones

CLASS 5A - FEMALE CALF BORN IN FEBRUARY 2014
1. PEDERSEN DARK DUCHESS 320B
   Pedersen Livestock
2. LONE STAR BELLE 1B
   Lone Star Angus
3. DMM BLACKCAP ESSENCE 46B
   Rockytop Cattle Company
4. JUSTAMERE 101 BLACKCAP 625B
   Justamere Farms Ltd
5. LONE STAR MISS BLOOMINGDALE 4B
   Lone Star Angus
6. ROY MAC EVA 23B
   Roy Macdonald
7. JUSTAMERE 101 COUNTESS 633B
   Justamere Farms Ltd
8. LOCK JULIET 13B
   Lock Farms Ltd/Jonathon Lock

CLASS 5B - FEMALE CALF BORN IN FEBRUARY 2014
1. JUSTAMERE 101 CARLA 619B
   Justamere Farms Ltd
2. TRIPLE L SHAKE THAT 20B
   Triple L Angus
3. SMW TIBBIE 26B
   Wagner Angus
4. DMM BLACKCAP ESSENCE 36B
   Rockytop Cattle Company
5. PEDERSEN ANDEE 298B
   Pedersen Livestock
6. COUNTRY LANE BLACK BIRD 26B
   Country Lane Angus

INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION FEMALE CALF
JUSTAMERE 101 CARLA 619B
Justamere Farms Ltd

RESERVE INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION FEMALE CALF
PEDERSEN DARK DUCHESS 320B
Pedersen Livestock

CLASS 6A - FEMALE CALF BORN JANUARY 2014
1. JUSTAMERE 1447 BARBARA 604B
   Justamere Farms Ltd
2. PEDERSEN ANDEE 292B
   Pedersen Livestock
3. FAMILY TIES SITZ GIRL 356B
   Family Ties Angus
4. RAVENWORTH RUBY 6B
   Garry & Donna Berting / Ravenworth Cattle
5. ROY MAC BLACKCAP 9B
   Roy Macdonald
6. RAVENWORTH LADY BATE 10B
   Garry & Donna Berting / Ravenworth Cattle
7. STANDARD-HILL ANN 312B
   Standard Hill Livestock
8. SEVEN-HILLS GEORGINA 483A
   Jamie Flicek

CLASS 6B - FEMALE CALF BORN IN JANUARY 2014

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL CALF

RED MOF 231Y BOSS HOG 48B
Movin On Farms

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL CALF

RED TRIPLE L KILL SWITCH 76B
Triple L Angus

INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION BULL CALF
RED WRIGHT'S 161X FIFTY BELOW 9B
Wright Livestock

RESERVE INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION BULL CALF
RED SHILOH BUZZ BOUT LOADED 9B
Shiloh Cattle Company

CLASS 7 - BULL CALF BORN ON/AFTER MARCH 2014
1. RED MOF 231Y BOSS HOG 48B
   Movin On Farms
2. RED TRIPLE L KILL SWITCH 76B
   Triple L Angus
3. RED MOF 231Y BIG THRILL 83B
   Movin On Farms
4. RED ROYAL ROCK 231Y BOLD 14B
   Royal Rock Angus Ltd.

CLASS 8 - BULL CALF BORN FEBRUARY 2014
1. RED WRIGHT'S 161X FIFTY BELOW 9B
   Wright Livestock
2. RED SHILOH BUZZ BOUT LOADED 9B
   Shiloh Cattle Company
3. RED SHILOH BIG HONKYTONK 12B
   Shiloh Cattle Company
4. RED TRIPLE L KILL SWITCH 19B
   Triple L Angus

CLASS 9 - BULL CALF BORN JANUARY 2014
1. RED CORONA CREEK TRUE DEAL 19B
   Goad Family Angus
2. RED VIKSE RUMBA 73B
   Vikse Family Farm
3. RED VIKSE COWBOY UP 29B
   Vikse Family Farm
4. RED JOCK JOHNNY TIGHT LIPS 5B
   Jock Ockerman
5. RED JOCK BOSTON GEORGE 3B
   Jock Ockerman

SENIOR CHAMPION BULL CALF

RED CORONA CREEK TRUE DEAL 19B
Goad Family Angus
1  PEDERSEN MISS CHISUM 270B
Pedersen Livestock
2  COUNTRY LANE QUEEN 4B
Country Lane Angus
3  COUNTRY LANE DYNA 12B
Country Lane Angus
4  AVELYN MS PRIDE 772’14
Avelyn Angus
5  COUNTRY LANE LADY ANN 7B
Country Lane Angus
6  FAMILY TIES FREEDOM GIRL 250B
Family Ties Angus
7  MATLOCK JESTRESS 3B
Colin M. Haydock
8  RUNNING STEADY BLACKCAP 2B
Running Steady Ranch

SENIOR CHAMPION FEMALE Calf
JUSTAMERE 1447 BARBARA 604B
Justamere Farms Ltd

RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION FEMALE Calf
PEDERSEN MISS CHISUM 270B
Pedersen Livestock

GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE
GREENWOOD ZEXY AND I KNOW IT
Calf: GREENWOOD BORN SEXY 1B
Jayden & Jaxon Payne

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE
OAV CLASSY 4Z
Calf: OAV MOTOWN 11B
Lakeland College

CLASS 7 - BULL Calf BORN ON/AFTER MARCH 1, 2014
1  BOSS MOTIVE 404
Boss Cattle
2  4K SPECIAL DELIVERY 145B
Kelsey Knott & 4k Land & Cattle
3  LONE STAR BOOM 52B
Lone Star Angus
4  4K NAVIGATOR 211B
Kelsey Knott & 4k Land & Cattle
5  ROYAL ROCK 66Y BOXER 8B
Royal Rock Angus Ltd.
6  MOF 66Y BUCK 201B
Mevin On Farms
7  MOF 66Y BIG AL 30B
Mevin On Farms

JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL Calf
BOSS MOTIVE 404
Boss Cattle

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL Calf
4K SPECIAL DELIVERY 145B
Kelsey Knott & 4k Land & Cattle

CLASS 8A - BULL Calf BORN IN FEBRUARY 2014
1  SMW BODEGA 29B
Wagner Angus
2  ROY MAC VIKING 16B
Roy Macdonald
3  OAV PRINCIPAL 72B

RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION BULL Calf
RED VIKSE RUMBA 73B
Vikse Family Farm

CLASS 10 - BULL BORN IN 2013
1  RED GJP THOR 255A
Greg Pugh/Pugh Farms

JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL
RED GJP THOR 255A
Greg Pugh/Pugh Farms

CLASS 11 - BULL BORN DURING 2012
1  RED SIX MILE KILL SWITCH 135Z
Triple L Livestock, Wright Livestock & Six Mile Red Angus
2  RED LONE STONE REVOLVER 138Z
Cinder Angus
3  RED WILDMAN NORRIS 201Z
Wildman Livestock & Hall's Cattle Co.
4  RED NRA ARSON 118Z
Arntzen Angus
5  RED VIKSE COWBOY CUT 177Z
Vikse Family Farm

SENIOR CHAMPION BULL
RED SIX MILE KILL SWITCH 135Z
Triple L Livestock, Wright Livestock & Six Mile Red Angus

RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION BULL
RED LONE STONE REVOLVER 138Z
Cinder Angus

GRAND CHAMPION BULL
RED SIX MILE KILL SWITCH 135Z
Triple L Livestock, Wright Livestock & Six Mile Red Angus

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION BULL
RED LONE STONE REVOLVER 138Z
Cinder Angus
Saskatchewan Angus Association

Lakeland College
4  RNRF OUTLAW 159B
RNR Flicek Angus
5  RNRF OUTLAW 85B
RNR Flicek Angus

CLASS 8B - BULL CALF BORN IN FEBRUARY 2014
1  DFCC 71X HOLTZ 70B
Double 'F' Cattle Co.
2  STANDARD-HILL LEGACY 491B
Standard Hill Livestock
3  OAV THUNDER 55B
Lakeland College
4  RAVENWORTH BIG SHOT 17B
Garry & Donna Berting / Ravenworth Cattle
5  OAV BASIS 50B
Lakeland College

INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION BULL CALF
DFCC 71X HOLTZ 70B
Double 'F' Cattle Co.

RESERVE INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION BULL CALF
SMW BODEGA 29B
Wagner Angus

CLASS 9A - BULL CALF BORN IN JANUARY 2014
1  AVELYN AFTERDARK 707’14
Avelyn Angus
2  SCC TIGER 43B
Stewart Cattle Co.
3  STANDARD-HILL SETTLER 339B
Standard Hill Livestock
4  COUNTRY LANE SHOCKER 25B
Country Lane Angus
5  STANDARD-HILL SETTLER 490B
Standard Hill Livestock
6  RAVENWORTH 68Z MOTIVE 15B
Garry & Donna Berting / Ravenworth Cattle
7  ROY MAC VIKING 5B
Roy Macdonald

CLASS 9B - BULL CALF BORN IN JANUARY 2014
1  OAV MOTOWN 11B
Lakeland College
2  PEDERSEN BUSTLE 280B
Pedersen Livestock
3  SCC UPGRADE 15B
Stewart Cattle Co.
4  AVELYN LONGMIRE 172B
Avelyn Angus
5  MATLOCK BRIGADIER 4B
Colin M. Haydock
6  FAMILY TIES NETWORTH 39B
Family Ties Angus
7  VIKSE CALCULATED 61B
Vikse Family Farm

CLASS 9C - BULL CALF BORN IN JANUARY 2014
1  AVELYN HIGH CAL 472’14
Avelyn Angus
2  JUSTAMERE 1253 QUEST 712B
Justamere Farms Ltd
3 FAMILY TIES BIG SHOT 14B
Family Ties Angus
4 PEDERSEN BRAWNY 257B
Pedersen Livestock
5 COUNTRY LANE SIGNIFICANT 9B
Country Lane Angus
6 RUNNING STEADY BIG CHILL 1B
Running Steady Ranch

SENIOR CHAMPION BULL CALF
AVELYN AFTERDARK 707’14
Avelyn Angus

RESERVE SENIOR CHAMPION BULL CALF
OAV MOTOWN 11B
Lakeland College

CLASS 10A - BULL BORN IN 2013
1 RNRF ERIC 159A
RNR Flicek Angus
2 JUSTAMERE 1422 CASH IN 461A
Justamere Farms, Dean & Tanya Robertson
3 JUSTAMERE 0409 FULL THROTTLE
Justamere Farms Ltd
4 BAR-E-L MUCHMORE 155A
Pedersen Livestock & Clifford Land & Cattle
5 LOCK BIG BREAK 55A
Lock Farms Ltd/Jonathon Lock

CLASS 10B - BULL BORN IN 2013
1 JUSTAMERE 406S BIG GUN 414A
Justamere Farms, Duane & Carmen Hason & Sandar
2 MERIT BIG DAWG 3049A
Double 'F' Cattle Co
3 SCC BANDO 51A
Stewart Cattle Co.
4 JL INFERNO 3079
JPM Farms Ltd
5 LONE STAR PURE PERFORMANCE 6A
Lone Star Angus
6 EXAR REPUTATION 3508B
Justamere Farms, Dean & Tanya Robertson

JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL
RNRF ERIC 159A
RNR Flicek Angus

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL
JUSTAMERE 406S BIG GUN 414A
Justamere Farms, Duane & Carmen Hason & Sandar

CLASS 11 - BULL BORN IN 2012
1 K-COW WINDMILL 1Z
DOUBLE 'F' CATTLE CO

SENIOR CHAMPION BULL
K-COW WINDMILL 1Z
DOUBLE 'F' CATTLE CO

GRAND CHAMPION BULL
RNRF ERIC 159A
RNR Flicek Angus

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION BULL
JUSTAMERE 406S BIG GUN 414A
Justamere Farms, Duane & Carmen Hason & Sandar

**CLASS 12 - BREEDER’S HERD**
1. JUSTAMERE FARMS LTD
2. LAKELAND COLLEGE

**CLASS 13 - GET OF SIRE**
LAKELAND COLLEGE

**CLASS 14 - PAIR OF BULLS**
1. JUSTAMERE FARMS LTD
2. LAKELAND COLLEGE